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Technical terminology in Greco-Roman treatises on artillery construction 
 
Mark J. Schiefsky 
Harvard University/Max-Planck-Institut für Wissenschaftsgeschichte, Berlin 
 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the technical terminology of a well-developed ancient art or 
t°xnh, the building of artillery engines.  By technical terminology I mean the specific terms or 
phrases used by practitioners of an art or t°xnh in connection with their professional activity. 
For my purposes in this paper, a term or phrase qualifies as a technical term if there is good 
reason to think that it was used in a reasonably standardized way by practitioners of a given 
t°xnh to refer to objects, concepts, or procedures connected with that t°xnh. My primary aim is 
to consider technical terminology in relation to the knowledge that practitioners possessed and 
utilized in their professional activity. 
 
 
Figure 1: Non-torsion and torsion artillery (Marsden 1971: 47, 56).  
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I begin with a brief description of the technical tradition reflected in the ancient texts on 
artillery construction (cf. Marsden 1969; Landels 1978: 99-132).  While the use of the bow can 
be documented from the beginnings of Greek civilization, the invention of artillery engines may 
plausibly be dated to 399 BC, when the tyrant Dionysius of Syracuse brought together a large 
number of craftsmen with the specific goal of developing new military technology (Diod. Sic. 
14.41; Marsden 1969: 48ff.). The earliest artillery was based on the idea of extending the power 
of the traditional bow, as in the so-called ‘belly-bow’ or gastraf°thw (fig. 1, left).  This could 
be drawn back by resting the curved beam (marked TXUCF in the figure) against the belly; 
once ready, the bow would remain locked in position until the string was released by a 
sophisticated trigger mechanism. At some point in the mid-fourth century BC it was realized that 
the resilient properties of animal sinew or hair could provide much more power than the 
traditional bow. A typical example of this type of artillery engine (known as torsion artillery) is 
shown in fig. 1 on the right. Long strands of animal sinew were wound through the frame, and 
the arms of the engine were thrust into the bundle of strands (see especially the front elevation 
‘c’ in fig. 1).  The pull-back and trigger mechanisms were similar to those of the gastraf°thw, 
but had to be stronger because of the greater forces involved.  After its invention in the mid-
fourth century BC, torsion artillery spread rapidly through the Mediterranean world, and 
remained standard well into the Roman empire. Within torsion artillery, two types of engines 
were distinguished: the straight-shooting engines or euthytones (eÈyÊtonoi), and ‘back-turned’, 
‘V-spring’ engines or palintones (pal€ntonoi). As illustrated in fig. 2, these names were based 
on resemblance to the shapes of two different kinds of standard bow.  The key difference 
between them was that the arms in palintone engines could be pulled back farther, making them 
more powerful.  For this reason euthytones could shoot arrows only, whereas palintones could 
shoot both arrows and stones. 
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Figure 2: Euthytones and palintones. Marsden (1971: 45). 
 
 
The construction of both torsion and non-torsion artillery depended on the existence of 
practitioners with highly specialized skills and knowledge. In particular, two types of 
information were of crucial  importance.  First, lists of dimensions were given, specifying the 
precise size of all components of an artillery engine down to the smallest detail.  In the case of 
torsion artillery, the fundamental unit in which these dimensions were specified was the diameter 
of the hole through which the spring cords were strung.  A larger hole meant a larger spring and 
thus a more powerful engine.  Second, precise quantitative relationships were set out, correlating 
the size of the stone or the length of the arrow the engine was designed to shoot with the 
diameter of the spring hole.  In the case of arrow-throwing engines, the diameter of the hole was 
specified as one-ninth the length of the arrow.  For stone-throwers a much more complicated 
formula was developed: the diameter of the hole was obtained by taking the cube root of the 
weight of the shot, then adding one-tenth of that root. According to Philon of Byzantium, an 
important source to whom I will return below, these calibration formulae were discovered in 
Ptolemaic Alexandria as the result of an extensive program of systematic investigation and 
experimentation  fostered by royal patronage.
1  
How was this knowledge transmitted?  Oral instruction was no doubt of great importance. 
Philon’s remarks about the patronage of the Alexandrian kings suggest a thriving community of 
researchers in close contact with one another; Rhodes too was an important center for the 
                                                 
1 Philon Bel. 50.24-26: toËto d¢ suµba€nei poi∞sai toÁw §n ÉAlejandre€& texn€taw pr≈touw µegãlhn 
§sxhkÒtaw xorhg€an diå tÚ filodÒjvn ka‹ filot°xnvn §peil∞syai basil°vn. In the following all 
references to Heron and Philon are to the text of Marsden’s edition (1971).  
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development of military technology.
2  But written texts also played an important role in the 
standardization and dissemination of the technical knowledge of artillery construction.
3 Three 
sources in particular provide extensive information about the technical terminology employed in 
the discipline: two treatises by Heron of Alexandria and Philon of Byzantium (both entitled 
Belopoeica), and three chapters of the tenth book of Vitruvius’ De architectura (10-12). In what 
follows I shall consider each of these sources in turn, with special emphasis on their treatment  of 
technical terminology. How self-conscious are these authors about the technical character of the 
terminology that they use, and what can we infer from this about the audiences for which their 
texts are intended? What information do these texts provide about the range of this terminology, 
the degree to which it was standardized, and the way in which it developed?  I shall conclude 
with some brief remarks on the relationship between technical terminology and technological 
and scientific development.  
 
2. Heron of Alexandria 
  Heron of Alexandria’s Belopoeica, probably written in the first century AD, describes the 
construction of various kinds of non-torsion and torsion artillery.  These descriptions are set in 
the context of an account of how the latter developed out of the former as a response to 
difficulties arising from the need to achieve ever more powerful impact and longer range. A 
number of considerations indicate that the text’s intended audience was not limited to 
practitioners of artillery construction.  The Belopoeica opens with a striking passage arguing that 
the study of mechanics in general, and especially the branch of it known as artillery construction 
(belopoi€a), can provide the tranquility (étaraj€a) that was the ultimate goal of 
                                                 
2 Cf. Philon’s remarks (Bel. 51.10-14) that the construction methods he reports in the Belopoeica are based on 
personal association with engineers in both Alexandria and Rhodes: ﬂstorÆsoµen oÔn soi, kayÒti ka‹ aÈto‹ 
pareilÆfaµen ¶n te ÉAlejandre€& sustay°ntew §p‹ ple›on to›w per‹ tå toiaËta kataginoµ°noiw 
texn€taiw, ka‹ §n ÑRÒdƒ gnvsy°ntew oÈk Ùl€goiw érxit°ktosi ka‹ parå toÊtoiw katanoÆsantew tå 
µãlista t«n Ùrgãnvn eÈdokiµoËnta sÊnegguw p€ptonta tª µelloÊs˙ µeyÒdƒ l°gesyai oÏtvw. For 
other references to the oral transmission of knowledge in Philon’s Belopoeica see 68.1-2, 72.24-6. Cf. also Bel. 
67.30, where Philon indicates that the constructional details of the bronze-spring engine invented by Ctesibius had 
not been ‘passed on’ to his time: t∞w d¢ kataskeu∞w oÎpv diadedoµ°nhw. 
3 Both Heron (Bel. 73.6 ff.) and Philon (Bel. 49.4-11) refer to numerous writers on the topic of artillery construction, 
without mentioning any by name.   
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philosophical study (Bel. 71.1-73.5).
4 Heron then goes on to take issue with predecessors who 
allegedly wrote only for those with extensive knowledge of the subject (Bel. 73.6-74.4): 
 
Writers before me have composed numerous treatises on artillery dealing with 
measurements and designs; but not one of them describes the construction of 
the engines in due order, or their uses; in fact, they apparently wrote 
exclusively only for experts. Thus I consider it expedient to supplement their 
work, and to describe artillery engines, even perhaps those out of date, in such 
a way that my account may be easily followed by everyone. I shall speak 
about the construction of complete engines and the individual parts thereof, 
about nomenclature, composition, cord-fitting, and, furthermore, their 
individual use and measurements -- after first remarking on the difference 
between the engines and the original development of each engine.
5 
 
The deficiencies criticized here are partly a matter of content (discussion limited to 
‘measurements’ and ‘designs’), partly of form or mode of expression (lack of an orderly, 
methodical, and clear exposition).  In contrast to these authors, Heron promises a discussion of 
the construction, use, and terminology of the various engines that will present the subject in a 
way that is clear to anyone. The concern with nomenclature is signaled throughout the text by the 
frequent use of the verb kal°v to mark technical terminology.  Often Heron describes the 
construction of a component of an artillery engine in general terms, and only then indicates that 
it is ‘called’ such and such, viz. by the practitioners of the t°xnh itself.
6 Moreover, in keeping 
                                                 
4 While the sentiment si vis pacem, para bellum is a commonplace in ancient writings on military technology 
(Marsden 1971: 44), the opening of the Belopoeica is far more radical, in that it not only claims that mechanics is 
superior to philosophy, but also attempts to appropriate the term filosof€a itself (72.3-8): µhxanikØ d¢ 
Íperbçsa tØn diå t«n lÒgvn per‹ taÊthw didaskal€an §d€daje pãntaw ényr≈pouw étarãxvw z∞n 
§p€stasyai di' •nÚw ka‹ §lax€stou µ°rouw aÈt∞w, l°gv dØ toË katå tØn kalouµ°nhn belopoi€an, di' ∏w 
oÎte §n eﬁrhnikª katastãsei taraxyÆsonta€ pote §xyr«n ka‹ poleµ€vn §panÒdoiw, oÎte §nstãntow 
pol°µou taraxyÆsonta€ pote tª paradidoµ°n˙ Íp' aÈt∞w diå t«n Ùrgãnvn filosof€&. 
5 ÉEpe‹ oÔn oﬂ prÚ ≤µ«n ple€staw µ¢n énagrafåw per‹ belopoiik«n §poiÆsanto, µ°tra ka‹ diay°seiw 
énagracãµenoi, oÈd¢ eÂw d¢ aÈt«n oÎte tåw kataskeuåw t«n Ùrgãnvn §kt€yetai katå trÒpon oÎte 
tåw toÊtvn xrÆseiw, éllæ Àsper gin≈skousi pçsi tØn énagrafØn §poiÆsanto, kal«w ¶xein 
Ípolaµbãnoµen §j aÈt«n te énalabe›n ka‹ §µfan€sai per‹ t«n Ùrgãnvn t«n §n tª belopoi€&, …w 
µhd¢ ‡svw ÍparxÒntvn, ˜pvw pçsin eÈparakoloÊyhtow g°nhtai ≤ parãdosiw. §roËµen oÔn per‹ 
kataskeu∞w t«n ˜lvn te ka‹ t«n §n aÈto›w katå µ°row to›w Ùrgãnoiw ka‹ per‹ t«n Ùnoµãtvn, ka‹ 
per‹ t∞w suny°sevw aÈt«n ka‹ §jart€sevw, ¶ti d¢ ka‹ per‹ t∞w •kãstou xre€aw ka‹ µ°trvn, 
proeipÒntew per‹ t∞w t«n Ùrgãnvn diaforçw ka‹ …w tØn érxØn ßkaston aÈt«n proebibãsyh. 
Translation Marsden (1971). 
6 For a typical example see Bel. 77.7-78.4, after the description of the construction of the gastraf°thw (fig. 1, 
left): §kãloun d¢ tÚn µ¢n EZHY kanÒna sÊrigga, di≈stran d¢ tÚn §pike€µenon aÈt“ kanÒna: tÚ d¢ 
dexÒµenon tÚ b°low ko€lasµa §pitoj€tida: tÚ d¢ µetajÁ t«n JO µ°row toË §pikeiµ°nou kanÒnow 
xel≈nion (∑n går ka‹ ÍchlÒteron toË §pikeiµ°nou kanÒnow): tÚn d¢ NJO dãktulon xe›ra: tå d¢  
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with the criticisms made in the above passage, Heron refrains from giving specific dimensions 
for the various parts of the engines that he describes.  Such dimensional lists, as noted above, 
were central to the technical tradition of artillery construction and are an important feature of 
both Philon’s and Vitruvius’ accounts.  But they are irrelevant if the goal is to communicate the 
general methods and terminology of the discipline.  Finally, as the passage above suggests, there 
is good reason to suppose that the Belopoeica reflects the technological level of a time several 
centuries before Heron’s own (Marsden 1971: 1-2); again this is understandable if the text is 
intended to communicate general principles rather than the latest in specialized design. A clear 
contrast with the Belopoeica in this regard is provided by another of Heron’s treatises, the 
Cheiroballistra, which is indeed subject to many of the criticisms leveled in the above passage 
(Marsden 1971: 206-33). It describes the construction of a piece of artillery that was probably 
quite up to date in Heron’s time, including precise specifications of dimensions, but in a way that 
could hardly be understood without extensive familiarity with both the methods and terminology 
of artillery construction.
7 
  Heron provides extensive evidence of a specialized terminology for the different types of 
artillery engines (both torsion and non-torsion) and their parts.  A sample of these terms, most of 
which are marked by the presence of kal°v in the text, is given in table 1 below.  The range and 
detail of this terminology is striking.  In the case of non-torsion engines, Heron’s terminology 
covers not just large-scale components such as the case (sËrigj) and slider (d€vstra), but also 
fine details such as the xe€r or ‘claw’, a part of the trigger mechanism, and katakle€w or 
‘clicker’, a key component of the pull-back system.  For torsion engines, we have a whole series 
of terms connected with the spring or tÒnow and its frame or pliny€on, such as per€trhton or 
‘hole-carrier’ (the part of the frame containing the holes through which the spring cords passed), 
parastãthw or ‘side-stanchion’ and éntistãthw or ‘counter-stanchion’ (the vertical supports 
holding the two hole-carriers together), §pizug€w or ‘tightening-bar’ (an iron rod placed over the 
holes to hold the springs in place and to tighten them when necessary), xoinik€w (washer placed 
                                                                                                                                                            
eﬁrhµ°na sthµãtia katoxe›w: tÚ d¢ PR kanÒnion sxasthr€an: tÚn d¢ TUFXC kanÒna katagvg€da: tå 
d¢ AB, GD êkra toË tÒjou égk«naw. See also Bel. 81.1-2, 83.3-5, 89.2-5, 93.7, 97.10, 99.10-100.1, 100.5-7, 
101.7. 
7 Marsden (1971: 208-9) draws attention to the similarity between Heron’s cheiroballistra and the artillery engines 
depicted on the Column of Trajan.  
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under the tightening bars), and ÍpÒyeµa (a strengthening plate placed between the washer and 
hole-carrier).  A further series of terms concerns the base or bãsiw of the engine: these include 
trãpeza ‘table’, kliµak€w ‘ladder’, énthre€deion ‘stay’, énapausthr€a ‘rest’, and the 
karxÆsion or ‘universal joint’ on which the case of the engine was mounted.  Finally we have a 
series of terms connected with the stretching of the spring cords, a crucial procedure in the 
construction and use of a torsion engine: §ntÒnion ‘stretcher’ (a machine to perform the initial 
stretching of the springs), §jãrthsiw ‘stretching’ (the initial stretching itself), peristoµ€w 
(‘clip’ used in the stretching procedure), and §pistrofÆ (‘extra twist’ given to the spring cords 
to retighten them after some use). 
 
Table 1: Heron’s terminology 
A. Non-torsion artillery: 
 
gastraf°thw   belly-bow 
sËrigj   case 
d€vstra   slider 
§pitoj›tiw   groove 
égk≈n   arm 
xel≈nion   block 
xe€r   claw 
katoxeÊw   holder 
sxasthr€a   trigger 
katagvg€w   withdrawal-rest 
katakle€w   clicker 
 
 
B. Torsion artillery: 
 
eÈyÊtonon   straight-spring engine (also called skorp€ow) 
pal€ntonon   V-spring engine (also called liyÒbolow) 
pliny€on   frame 
tÒnow   spring; also called •nãtonow, ≤µitÒnion 
xoinik€w   washer 
§pizug€w   tightening-bar 
bãsiw   base 
karxÆsion   universal joint 
énthre€dion   stay 
énapausthr€a   rest  
    8 
parastãthw   side-stanchion 
éntistãthw   counter-stanchion; µesostãthw for euthytones 
per€trhton   hole-carrier 
ÍpÒyeµa   strengthening plate placed under washer 
Ípoptern€w   heel-pad 
tribeÊw   flange 
trãpeza   table 
kliµak€w   ladder 
§ntÒnion   stretcher (machine for stretching spring cords)  
peristoµ€w   clip (used in stretching spring cords) 
§jãrtisiw   initial stretching of spring cords 
§pistrofÆ   supplemental stretching by twisting 
 
   
Heron’s terminology includes a number of everyday words with a particular specialized 
meaning, such as xe€r ‘claw’, trãpeza ‘table’, and kliµak€w ‘ladder’.  On the other hand, some 
terms are new coinages that have no relevance outside the field of artillery construction.  The 
term per€trhton (‘hole-carrier’) is a case in point.  Again, this refers to the beams on the top 
and bottom of the wooden frame that contained the holes through which the spring cords passed. 
As Hermann Diels was the first to suggest, the term per€trhton is connected to the shape of the 
part to which it refers: in the hole-carrier, the main hole or tr∞µa was surrounded by a ring of 
smaller holes into which the washer was fitted; hence the name per€trhton, ‘holes around’.
8  
Terms such as per€trhton provide clear evidence of the importance of technological 
development in stimulating the creation of technical terminology: the new objects created in a 
t°xnh called for new, specialized names.
9 Heron sometimes remarks on the ways in which new 
terms were coined: euthytone engines, he says, are also called scorpions (skorp€ouw) ‘from the 
similarity of shape’ (épÚ t∞w per‹ tÚ sx∞µa ıµoiÒthtow, Bel. 74.6), and the gastraf°thw 
or ‘belly-bow’ got its name from the method used to draw it back, by resting it against the belly 
                                                 
8 Marsden (1971: 52-3); Diels (1924: 101-3). Cf. Her. Bel. 96.2-3: §pe‹ oÔn tÚ per€trhton ésyen¢w Ípãrxei diå 
tÚ pãnth §ktetr∞syai...  
9 For a similar new coinage cf. Ípoptern€w, which referred to a small pad placed under the pt°rna, the heel or 
butt-end of the arm (égk≈n) of a torsion engine (Bel. 93.6-7).  
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(§peidÆper diå t∞w gastrÚw ≤ katagvgØ t∞w toj€tidow §g€gneto, Bel. 81.1-2).
10  
Finally, we may note that Heron draws attention to a certain amount of variation in the usage of 
particular terms; thus he remarks that some people call the single spring of a torsion engine 
tÒnow, while others refer to it as •nãtonow or ≤µitÒnion.
11 But despite such variation, the 
overall picture conveyed by Heron’s Belopoeica is of a stable terminology precisely matched to 
the fine detail and complexity of its subject matter.  
  
3. Philon of Byzantium 
  Philon of Byzantium’s Belopoeica, which probably dates from the late third century BC, 
originally made up the fourth book of an eight-book compendium of mechanical knowledge, the 
µhxanikØ sÊntajiw.
12 Like Heron, Philon takes issue with previous writers on the subject at the 
opening of his work: 
 
Had it been the case that all who previously dealt with this section [sc. of 
mechanics] used the same method, we should have required nothing else, 
perhaps, except a description of the artillery designs which were standard. 
But, since we see that they [sc. previous writers] differ not only in the 
proportions of interrelated parts, but also in the prime,  guiding factor, I mean 
the hole that is to receive the spring, it is only right to ignore old authors and 
to explain those methods of later exponents that can achieve the requisite 
effect in practice.
13 
 
Whereas Heron’s stated purpose in the Belopoeica is to explain the procedures and terminology 
involved in the discipline of artillery construction to a reader not yet familiar with them, Philon 
is motivated by the need to resolve the disagreement among his predecessors and to present a 
                                                 
10 Cf. Bel. 74.7-8: tå d¢ pal€ntona ¶nioi ka‹ liyobÒla kaloËsi diå tÚ l€youw §japost°llein. Cf. also Bel. 
101.7, where Heron remarks that the name pt°ruj ‘wing’ was given to a complete torsion engine; Marsden (1971: 
55) interprets this as a nickname, and translates ‘Protector’ (cf. LSJ s.v. III). 
11 Bel. 83.3-4: §kãloun d¢ tå µ¢n sun°xonta toÁw égk«naw neËra tÒnon: ¶nioi d¢ •nãtonon: ¶nioi d¢ 
≤µitÒnion. Cf. Bel. 74.7-8 (quoted prev. n.). 
12 On Philon’s dates see Marsden (1971: 6-8); on the contents of the µhxanikØ sÊntajiw see Marsden (1971: 
156n2). The Belopoeica is addressed to one Ariston, about whom nothing else is known (Bel. 49.1-4). 
13 Philon, Bel. 49.4-11: eﬁ µ¢n oÔn sun°bainen ıµo€& µeyÒdƒ kexr∞syai pãntaw toÁw prÒteron 
pepragµateuµ°nouw per‹ toË µ°rouw toÊtou, tãxa ín oÈyenÚw êllou prosedeÒµeya plØn toË tåw 
suntãjeiw t«n Ùrgãnvn ıµolÒgouw oÎsaw §µfan€zein. §pe‹ d¢ dienhgµ°nouw ır«µen oÈ µÒnon §n ta›w 
prÚw êllhla t«n µer«n énalog€aiw, éllå ka‹ §n t“ pr≈tƒ ka‹ ≤gouµ°nƒ stoixe€ƒ, l°gv d¢ t“ 
tÚn tÒnon µ°llonti d°xesyai trÆµati, kal«w ¶xon §st‹ per‹ µ¢n t«n érxa€vn pare›nai, tåw d¢ t«n  
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method that will enable a practitioner to attain a successful result.
14  After some remarks on the 
discovery of the fact that the diameter of the spring hole is the ‘prime, guiding factor’ (tÚ 
pr«ton ka‹ ≤geuµ°non stoixe›on) in artillery construction, Philon goes on to give an account 
of the construction of standard-design torsion artillery of the sort that Heron describes; as noted 
above (n. 2), this account is explicitly based on personal association with engineers in both 
Alexandria and Rhodes.  Philon begins with the method of calculating the size of the spring hole 
using the calibration formulae, then goes on to explain in detail the construction of the various 
parts of a torsion engine; he includes a complete dimensional list specifying the size of each part 
in units of the diameter of the spring hole (Bel. 53.8-55.11). At 56.8 ff. Philon goes on to make a 
number of criticisms of standard torsion artillery and to discuss several alternative designs, some 
of which he claims to have developed himself.  Unlike Heron, Philon shows little concern to 
explain the terminology of artillery construction; rather, he seems to presuppose that his readers 
are already familiar with it.  This suggests that his Belopoeica is intended for a somewhat more 
specialized audience that Heron’s -- an impression confirmed by the presence of a table 
correlating the weight of shot of a stone-throwing engine with the diameter of the spring hole for 
a number of commonly used weights (Bel. 51.15-27).  Such a table would enable a practitioner to 
avoid the extraction of a cube root, a necessary step if the calibration formula for stone throwers 
is applied directly.
15 
In general Philon’s terminology is quite similar to Heron’s.
16  There are a number of 
minor differences (see table 2): cases in which Philon uses the same term as Heron in a slightly 
                                                                                                                                                            
Ïsteron paradedoµ°naw µeyÒdouw dunaµ°naw §p‹ t«n ¶rgvn tå d°onta poiÆsein taÊtaw §µfan€zein. 
Translation Marsden (1971). 
14 The term µ°yodow occurs some 16 times in the Belopoeica, and Philo repeatedly insists on the need for a method; 
see 50.15-17 (taÊthn d' ¶dei µØ épÚ tÊxhw µhd¢ eﬁkª laµbãnesyai, µeyÒdƒ d° tini •sthku›&), 52.21-2 (oÈk 
eﬁkª katagrapt°on, éllå ka‹ toËto µeyÒd“ tin€), 55.12 (De› d¢ ka‹ µ°yodÒn tina Ípãrxein), 69.26 
(prosede›to d¢ êllhw µeyÒdou). ‘Method’ does not mean ‘theory’:  at 50.26-9 Philon insists that not everything 
in artillery construction can be discovered ‘by reason and the methods of mechanics’ (t“ lÒgƒ ka‹ ta›w §k t«n 
µhxanik«n µeyÒdoiw); some things are also discovered by testing (pe›ra). 
15 Philon does, however, go on to set out a method for what is in effect the extraction of a cube root, by solving the 
traditional problem of doubling the cube (Bel. 51.28-52.19). Heron gives a very similar method at the end of his 
Belopoeica (114.8-119.2). 
16 Among the technical terms used in the same sense by Philon and Heron are: égk≈n ‘arm’,  §ntÒnion ‘stretcher’, 
§pizug€w ‘tightening-bar’,  §pitoj›tiw ‘groove’,  karxÆsion ‘universal joint’, kliµak€w ‘ladder’, parastãthw 
‘side-stanchion’, per€trhton ‘hole-carrier’, pliny€on ‘frame’, pt°rna ‘heel’, sËrigj ‘case’, sxasthr€a 
‘trigger’, tÒnow ‘spring’, tribeÊw ‘flange’, trãpeza ‘table’, tr∞µa ‘hole’, Ípoptern€w ‘heel-pad’, xe€r ‘claw’, 
and xoinik€w ‘washer’.  
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different sense (as with xel≈nion and ÍpÒyeµa) or uses a different term to refer to the same 
thing (thus Philon’s épÒlhciw corresponds to Heron’s peristoµ€w, both of which mean 
‘clip’).
17  With these differences in terminology go minor differences in technique on such 
matters as the construction of the per€trhton or hole-carrier (Bel. 52.20-53.7; cf. Her. Bel. 
94.1-96.5). As Marsden has suggested (1971: 9), these differences can plausibly be ascribed to 
Philon’s association with Rhodian engineers, in contrast  to Heron’s presumably Alexandrian 
connections.  But despite these differences, the overall impression conveyed by a comparison of 
Heron’s and Philon’s terminology is nonetheless one of consistency and agreement.  
 
Table 2: Philon’s divergences from Heron 
 
xel≈nion   slider (= Heron’s d€vstra) 
ÍpÒyeµa   strengthening plate fitting under hole carrier 
épÒlhciw   clip (= Heron’s peristoµ€w)  
katazug€w   under-lever (cf. Heron’s §pizug€w) 
§pistrofÆ   supplemental stretching by twisting 
≤µitÒnion   half of a torsion spring 
 
 
The view must be qualified, however, when we come to Philon’s criticisms and 
modifications of standard-design torsion artillery (Bel. 56.8 ff.). Here he proposes a number of 
significant terminological innovations in the course of an attempt to overcome certain perceived 
defects in the standard design. I shall consider three examples.   
(1) A recurrent problem with torsion artillery was the tendency for the spring cords to 
slacken after continued use.  This required re-tightening them, a process that was difficult to 
accomplish in the heat of battle.  The so-called ‘tightening bars’ or §pizug€dew, which rested on 
washers on top of the hole-carrier or per€trhton, would be used to impart a twist to the spring 
cord and increase its tension. Philon criticizes this procedure strongly, claiming that such a twist 
is contrary to the nature of animal sinew and weakens it (Bel. 58.7-16): 
 
In the heat of shooting and pulling-back, the spring experiences a slackening 
and needs tightening again. The range of the shooting deteriorates because of 
                                                 
17 On these differences see Marsden (1971: 161n28 on xel≈nion; 1971: 160n20, 164n47 on ÍpÒyeµa; 1971: 
164n48 on épÒlhciw).  
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this relaxation. But those who wish to tighten it cannot apply the re-stretching 
vertically and in a straight line, but do it by extra-twisting (§pistr°fontaw), 
imparting an extra twist (§pistrofÆ) unnaturally greater than is 
suitable...The engine loses its springiness because the strands are huddled up 
into a thick spiral and the spring, becoming askew, is robbed of its natural 
force and liveliness through the excessive extra-twisting (§pistrofÆ).
18  
 
Philon therefore proposes a new kind of engine in which the tightening can be accomplished by 
means of wedges (fig. 3).  In this design, the spring-cord is wrapped around an ‘upper-lever’ or 
§pizug€w and an ‘under-lever’ or katazug€w.  When it becomes slack, a wedge lying between 
the two levers is driven in, thus pushing them apart and increasing the tension in the springs.  
The term katazug€w is new coinage, corresponding to this technological innovation; at the same 
time, the term §pizug€w is redefined to mean a bar sitting on top of the wedge rather than the 
washer.
19  
 
   
 
 
Figure 3: Detail of Philon’s wedge engine (Marsden 1971: 174). 
 
                                                 
18 Translation Marsden (1971). 
19 For the normal meaning of §pizug€w and its placement on top of the washer see Heron Bel. 83.4-11; Philon 
himself uses the term in this sense in discussing standard-design artillery (Bel. 53.23). The terminological innovation 
is signaled at Bel. 65.17. Having just explained the construction and placement of the katazug€dew, Philon 
stipulates that the bars resting on top of them are to be called §pizug€dew: kale€syvsan d' ≤µ›n oﬂ proeirhµ°noi 
kanÒnew §pizug€dew. Somewhat earlier, at Bel. 60.3-4, kale›syai is again used to mark a terminological 
innovation: Philon remarks that ‘the so-called under-levers’ (aﬂ kalouµ°nai...katazug€dew) are placed over the 
washers, i.e. in the place where the §pizug€dew would normally be placed. The point is clearer if we adopt Schöne’s 
plausible emendation: µ°sai dæ aÈta›w (sc. xoinik€daiw) aﬂ kaloÊµenai t€yentai <§pizug€dew, ≤µ›n d¢ 
klhyhsÒµenoi> katazug€dew sidhra›.  
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(2) In arguing for the superiority of his wedge engine, Philon also uses the term 
§pistrofÆ in a polemical manner. This is a technical term used by Heron for the ‘extra twist’ 
imparted to the spring cords by turning the §pizug€dew (e.g. Bel. 83.5 ff.). Philon’s claim, again, 
is that such a twist is unnatural, and that his own design makes it unnecessary. But at one point 
he claims that in his wedge engine the spring cords will receive a natural ‘extra twist’ 
(§pistrofÆ) by means of the wedges, even though no twisting is involved (Bel. 61.6-23): 
 
I maintain that...I shall impart a very strong, natural extra-tension 
(§pistrofÆ), which will be enduring throughout and will in no way fail. I 
maintain that, while there is a tendency in continuous shooting, as we have 
shown, for relaxation of the spring to occur on account of frequent pullings-
back, I can produce additional stretch immediately, not by extra-twisting 
(§pistrofÆ) (for we have shown this to be injurious), but by stretching 
naturally and vertically and all the strands at once, just as they were originally 
stretched when the machine was being strung. That a more than suitable extra-
twist (§pistrofÆ) produces great trouble, all others agree and we have 
clearly proved above.
20 
 
In the first sentence of this passage, Philon extends the range of the term §pistrofÆ to include 
all stretching of the spring cords; he then goes on to use the term in its more usual sense of ‘extra 
twist’, where this is understood as harmful and contrary to the nature of the spring-cords. The 
effect of extending the meaning of §pistrofÆ in this way is to forestall a possible objection, 
viz. that the wedge engine provides nothing like the ‘extra twist’ of the standard design (Marsden 
1971: 169n69).  
(3) Finally, in discussing the so-called bronze-spring engine (xalkÒtonow) of Ctesibius 
of Alexandria (early third century BC), Philon uses the term ≤µitÒnion to refer to one half of a 
spring cord, rather than a single spring cord as a whole (as Heron suggests was the standard 
usage, Bel. 83.3-4).
21 Philon argues that for each arm of a torsion engine, only one of the 
≤µitÒnia contributes to its movement , and that it would therefore be better if one ≤µitÒnion 
could be removed.  But this is impossible, since then there would be nothing to hold the arm in 
place (Bel. 69.20-30).  From such considerations, Philon suggests, Ctesibius was led to the 
                                                 
20 Translation Marsden (1971). 
21 Once again Philon also adopts the standard usage when he is not discussing a technological innovation (Bel. 
53.17).  
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notion of employing springs constructed from bronze plates to provide the motive power to the 
arms.  As well as being a remarkable assertion of the dependence of a technological development 
on theoretical considerations,  this provides yet another example of the connection between 
technological development and shifts in terminology.
22 
 
4. Vitruvius 
  In chapters 10-12 of book 10 of the De architectura, Vitruvius discusses the construction 
of two types of torsion artillery: arrow-shooting engines or scorpiones and stone-throwers or 
ballistae.  For the former he gives the standard calibration formula: the diameter of the hole is 
one-ninth the length of the arrow (10.10.1). In the latter case he refrains from giving the exact 
cube root relation, but instead provides a list correlating sizes of shot with the corresponding 
spring hole diameters translated into Roman units of measure (10.11.3); this, he says, is to make 
it possible for practitioners without knowledge of geometry to construct artillery engines even in 
the desperate circumstances of war.
23  Vitruvius gives detailed lists of dimensions for both 
scorpions and ballistae; these are similar to Philon’s, though they also reflect a number of 
technical improvements made in the intervening centuries (Marsden 1969: 41-7). Vitruvius 
claims to have knowledge of artillery both from teachers (praeceptores) and his own experience 
(10.11.2); according to his own account in the preface of the De architectura, he served Octavian 
as a military engineer concerned with the construction and repair of scorpions and ballistae.
24 
The impression that on the subject of artillery Vitruvius is writing as an expert and for experts is 
confirmed by the absence of any explanatory remarks on technical terminology in these chapters; 
                                                 
22 For a further example of a technological modification based on theoretical considerations cf. Bel. 59.30-1, where 
Philon explains that in his wedge engine the spring cords ‘do not converge, but run parallel’ (toÁw tÒnouw µØ 
katallÆlouw, éllå parallÆlouw p€ptein).  The rationale for this modification depends on an elaborate 
analysis of the arms of the engine as levers working at a mechanical disadvantage (59.11 ff.). The attempt to draw 
on a precise distinction between katãllhlow and parãllhlow reflects the kind of concern with terminological 
precision that we have noted elsewhere in Philon’s text. 
23 Vitr. 10.11.2: Itaque ut etiam qui geometricen non nouerunt habeant expeditum, ne in periculo bellico 
cogitationibus detineantur, quae ipse faciundo certa cognoui quaeque ex parte accepi a praeceptoribus finita 
exponam. Cf. 10.11.1: Igitur de ratione earum (sc. ballistarum) non est omnibus expeditum, nisi qui geometricis 
rationibus numeros et multiplicationes habent notas.  
24 Vitr. 10.11.2 (quoted prev. n.); Vitr. 1, praef. 2: Itaque cum M. Aurelio et P. Minidio et Gn. Cornelio ad 
apparationem ballistarum et scorpionum reliquorumque tormentorum refectionem fui praesto et cum eis commoda 
accepi, quae, cum primo mihi tribuisti recognitionem, per sororis commendationem servasti. Though Marsden 
(1971: 3-5) is inclined to doubt that Vitruvius’ chapters on artillery are based on his personal experience, he 
nonetheless concludes that ‘Vitruvius’ designs for catapults and ballistae were right up to date, incorporating 
important modifications introduced between Philon’s time and his own’ (1971: 5).  
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they are clearly intended for a reader thoroughly familiar with the technical discourse of artillery 
construction. 
A striking feature of Vitruvius’ account of artillery is the extent to which he makes use of 
Greek terms without providing any gloss on their meaning or drawing attention to linguistic 
borrowing (table 3A). In the case of some of these terms Vitruvius’ usage deviates from that of 
Heron and/or Philon.  For example, whereas both Heron and Philon use §pitoj›tiw of the 
‘groove’ in which the arrow is placed (Heron Bel. 77, 79; cf. Philon Bel. 73, 75), Vitruvius uses 
epitoxis of the ‘claw’ of a trigger-mechanism (xe€r in the Greek sources).
25  For Vitruvius the 
term carchesium means a drum, instead of ‘universal joint’ (karxÆsion) as in Heron (Bel. 88) 
and Philon (Bel. 74). In 10.10.5 Vitruvius refers to the posterior minor columna, quae graece 
dicitur ént€basiw; in fact Heron had called this part énapausthr€a (Bel. 89).
26  Like the 
discrepancies between Heron’s and Philon’s terminology noted above, these differences 
probably reflect Vitruvius’ association with particular engineering traditions.
27  While some of 
the Greek terms used by Vitruvius display a certain amount of variation in usage, this variation is 
not greater than that present in the Greek sources themselves.  Thus Vitruvius sometimes uses 
chelonium (xel≈nion) for a small block on the trigger mechanism (so Heron, Bel. 77), but 
sometimes for the slider itself (Philon, Bel. 54).
28  In the case of some Greek terms Vitruvius 
supplies an explanatory paraphrase or gloss (table 3B).  Yet even here we have a Greek term 
(peritretos) whose meaning is assumed to be familiar to the reader elsewhere in the text 
(10.11.4), and a case in which one Greek term is used to specify the meaning of another (basis, 
                                                 
25 Heron Bel. 78, 100, 111; Philon Bel. 68. 
26 The ént€basiw or énapausthr€a was a movable rod that served to regulate the inclination of the scorpion. Cf. 
Vitr. 10.11.9, where antibasis refers to the ‘counter-base’,  or stationary piece that is placed opposite the base in a 
ballista.    
27 See Marsden (1971: 4-5) on the possibility that Vitruvius’ account is based on the writings of a single Greek 
engineer, Agesistratus. 
28 Cf. 10.10.5, where chelonium refers to a small block that serves as a stop for the posterior minor columna or 
ént€basiw of a scorpion.  Vitruvius also uses chelonium for similar blocks in the crane; see 10.2.2, 10.2.5 and 
Callebat / Fleury (1995: 310). The wide range of meanings is hardly surprising, since xel≈nion could be applied to 
anything that resembled a tortoise shell (the term’s basic sense); cf. Her. Bel. 93.7, where it refers to a ‘pad’ meeting 
the heel of the arm, whose technical designation is Ípoptern€w. Similarly, the term chele (xhlÆ) has two distinct 
senses in Vitruvius: in the scorpion it refers to a trigger (10.10.4, corresponding to sxasthr€a in the Greek 
sources) and in the ballista to the slider (10.11.7 bis, 10.11.8). Like xel≈nion, xhlÆ could be used in a variety of 
ways, all of them connected with the basic sense of an animal’s hoof or claw; cf. Callebat / Fleury (2003: 233). For 
explicit indications of terminological variation in Vitruvius’ account cf. 10.10.3 Regularum, quas nonnulli bucculas 
appellant...; 10.10.3 uocitatur scamillum, seu, quemadmodum nonnulli, loculamentum.  
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quae appellatur §sxãra 10.11.9). In the case of chele and chelonium, Vitruvius gives a Latin 
gloss only for certain usages (‘trigger’ and ‘pillow’ or ‘bolster’, respectively; cf. n. 32 above); 
the meaning ‘slider’ for xhlÆ is assumed to be familiar to the reader at 10.11.7 (Ex his dentur 
duae partes ei membro, quod Graeci xhlÆn vocant).
29  In light of this, the passages in which 
Vitruvius expands on the meaning of a Latin term using a phrase of the form ‘a, which in Greek 
is called b’ (table 3C) are best interpreted not as attempts to clarify the meaning of Greek 
terminology in Latin, but rather as efforts to make the reference of the Latin phrase in question 
clear and unambiguous by giving the precise Greek equivalent.  This is certainly the case with 
the expressions ei membro, quod Graeci xhlÆn vocant (10.11.7); similarly in the case of cuneoli 
ferrei, quos §pizug€daw Graeci vocant (10.12.1), we have a Greek term whose meaning is 
assumed to be familiar to the reader on its first occurrence earlier in the text (10.11.4: Foramen 
autem oblongius sit tanto quantam epizygis habet crassitudinem).  The phrase posterior minor 
columna hardly qualifies on its own as a technical term with an unambiguous reference; 
moreover both scutula and canaliculus are used by Vitruvius in new senses, which are made 
clear by their Greek equivalents (per€trhtow and sËrigj, respectively).
30 Naturally Vitruvius 
does employ a number of Latin terms without giving any Greek equivalents (table 3D).  But 
these tend to be either straightforward translations of a corresponding Greek term (such as 
foramen for Greek tr∞µa, mensa for Greek trãpeza, and bracchium for Greek égk≈n), or 
terms whose meaning is reasonably self-evident (such as antefixum, subiectio, or canalis fundus). 
Thus, despite the fact that artillery had been introduced into the Roman world several centuries 
before the time at which Vitruvius wrote, his account suggests that its terminology remained 
thoroughly Greek.
31 
 
                                                 
29 On the choice of reading here (xhlÆn rather than the xel≈nion preferred by some editors, for the MSS chelon) 
see Callebat / Fleury (2003: 233). 
30 Both scutula and canaliculus are classified by Callebat and Fleury (1995: 329, 334) as ‘mots de sens nouveau’. 
For further examples from other Latin authors of the expression ‘a, which the Greeks call b’, and a similar 
evaluation of their significance as reflecting a desire to achieve precision and clarity see Fögen (2002: 264-5, 271). 
31 Cf. the introduction to the discussion of harmonic theory at De arch. 5.4.1: Harmonice autem est musica 
litteratura obscura et difficilis, maxime quidem quibus Graecae litterae non sunt notae. quam si volumus explicare, 
necesse est etiam graecis verbis uti, quod nonnulla eorum Latinas non habent appellationes.    
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Table 3: Vitruvius’ terminology (10.10-12) 
 
A. Greek terms used without explanatory gloss: 
 
epitoxis  ‘claw’ (Heron’s xe€r) 10.10.4  
parastata   ‘side-stanchion’ 10.11.5; cf. parastatica 10.10.2, 
10.11.6 and parastas media 10.10.2, 10.10.3 
carchesium  ‘drum’ 10.10.5 (cf. Gk. karxÆsion ‘universal 
joint’) 
anteris  ‘stay’ 10.11.9 
climacis  ‘ladder’ 10.11.7-8 
pterygoma  ‘ridge’ 10.11.7 (Philon’s pterÊgion, Bel. 54.12) 
 
B. Greek terms with explanation or gloss: 
 
peritreti  tabulae, quae sunt in summo et in imo capituli 
peritretique vocantur 10.10.2; cf. 10.11.4 
chele  cheles, sive manucla dicitur10.10.4 (‘trigger’); 
but knowledge of meaning ‘slider’ assumed at 
10.11.7 (ei membro, quod Graeci xhlÆn vocant) 
chelonium  supra minorem columnam chelonium, sive 
pulvinus dicitur 10.10.5 (‘pillow’, ‘bolster’; but 
no gloss at10.10.4 ‘block’, or 10.11.8 ‘slider’) 
anatonus  si capitula altiora quam erit latitudo facta fuerint, 
quae anatona dicuntur 10.10.6 
catatonus  si minus altum capitulum fuerit, quod catatonum 
dicitur 10.10.6 
basis  ...quae appellatur §sxãra 10.11.9; cf. 10.10.4 
 
C. Latin terms with Greek equivalent or gloss: 
 
cuneoli ferrei  ...quos §pizug€daw Graeci vocant 10.12.1 (cf. 
10.11.4) 
canaliculus  …qui graece sËrigj dicitur 10.10.3 
posterior minor columna  …quae graece dicitur ént€basiw 10.10.5; cf. 
10.11.9 for the sense ‘counter-base’ 
scutula  ... quae graece per€trhtow appellatur10.11.4 
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D. Latin terms without explanatory gloss: 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
Let me now attempt to sum up the results of this study and draw some general 
conclusions. First, the sources we have considered provide ample evidence of the role of 
technological development in stimulating the creation of technical terminology. The invention of 
artillery, and of torsion artillery in particular, prompted the creation of an extensive and detailed 
terminology that was transmitted by practitioners over several centuries both orally and in 
written form. Terminological developments -- whether the coining of new terms such as 
per€trhton or shifts in the meaning of existing terms (such as Philon’s use of §pistrofÆ or 
≤µitÒnion) -- tend to be correlated with actual technological innovations or attempts to 
introduce them.  Second, it is remarkable that, despite a certain amount of variation, the 
terminology of artillery construction remained relatively stable and consistent from the third 
century BC through the time of Vitruvius (cf. Marsden 1971: 157). Here there is a contrast with 
other fields such as medicine, where the situation down to the first century AD has been 
characterized as one ‘bordering on terminological anarchy’.
32  The stability of the terminology of 
artillery construction is in part a reflection of the lack of any fundamental technological advances 
during the period we have considered: there was certainly no new discovery comparable to that 
of torsion artillery between the third century BC and the first century AD.  But another factor 
was also important: a consistent, stable terminology facilitates communication between 
practitioners and the transmission of knowledge, by making it possible to refer to the objects of a 
t°xnh in a precise way with just a single word or combination of words.  Technical terminology 
                                                 
32 So Lloyd (1983: 163) on the development of Greek anatomical terminology down to the beginning of the second 
century AD. In this case, of course, there was controversy not only about what names to give to certain structures, 
but also about what structures should be given names at all; cf. next n. 
capitulum  ‘frame’  
foramen  ‘hole’  
antefixum  ‘cross-piece’ 10.10.4 
subiectio  ‘stay’ 10.10.5 (= Heron’s énthre€dion) 
bracchium   ‘arm’ 
modiolus  ‘washer’ 
canalis fundus  ‘slider’ 10.10.4 
mensa  ‘table’  
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is, above all, a means of communication, and the relative lack of variation in the terminology of 
artillery construction is an indication of just how useful such a means could be in the ancient 
world.   Finally, while the sources we have considered provide ample evidence of the freedom 
with which Greek engineers coined new terms and gave new senses to old ones to refer to the 
objects and practices of their t°xnh, they do not offer any examples of the creation of theoretical 
terms, i.e. terms referring to abstract concepts or entities whose scope of reference is stipulated 
by precise definitions or by their role in a system of explanations. The creation of such 
terminology, though sometimes inspired by technological developments,  was not a direct 
response to them; rather, it was a response to the need to communicate new concepts that had 
been created in a context of theoretical investigation.
33  For insight into the motives leading to the 
creation of this kind of technical terminology and its modalities we must turn to sources other 
than those considered in this study.
34  
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